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Abstract: Hell or High Water (2016) takes the elegiac mode – the wistful lament
for the myth of the Old West – and recasts it as a raucous country song on the
dismantling of that myth by twenty-first-century capitalism. In the wake of the
Great Recession, director David Mackenzie and screenwriter Taylor Sheridan pair
off two iconic sets of Western characters: a couple of down-and-out bank-robbing
brothers shadowed by an old, White Texas Ranger and his American-Indian/Mexican-American deputy. The values of the lawmen and the outlaw brothers are not
mutually exclusive – each pair shares more with the other than with the new materialistic order around them. The overarching metaphor for men who repeatedly
confront the socioeconomic forces pitted against their values is the Comanche,
to which several characters lay claim. Hell or High Water gives us both a lament
for the myth of the Old West and a tart critique of the film Western and of the realworld exploitation of the region, its people, and the American dream they cling to.

1 Introduction
At least since Sam Peckinpah’s Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid (1973), there has been a
hint or more of elegy in the American Western. Hell or High Water (2016) takes that
elegiac mode – the wistful lament for the myth of the Old West – and recasts it as a
wry, at times raucous country song on the dismantling of that myth by twenty-firstcentury capitalism. In the wake of the Great Recession, director David Mackenzie
and screenwriter Taylor Sheridan pair off two iconic sets of Western characters: a
couple of down-and-out bank-robbing brothers shadowed by a White Texas Ranger
and his American-Indian/Mexican-American deputy. Drawing on the sub-genres
that pit Eastern big-business bankers against traditional family and rural values,
the film makes a point of displaying the ruins of the Southwestern small-town and
rural economy: closed gas stations and shops, ranchers herding cattle away from
burning fields, myriad foreclosed homes that clearly belonged to people of modest
*Corresponding author: Prof. Douglas E. Green, Augsburg University, Minneapolis,
English Department/CB #59, 2211 Riverside Ave, Minneapolis, MN 55454, USA,
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means, ubiquitous pumpjacks on land given over to banking and energy interests. Moreover, the values of the lawmen and the values of the outlaw brothers
are not mutually exclusive – each pair understands the motives of the other and
has more in common with the opposition than with the new materialistic order
around them. Both recognize the devastation of the countryside they inhabit. And
within each pair there is a troubled alliance: a criminal brother and a hard-up
family man; a race-taunting, paternalistic, White ranger and the paradoxically
respectful but also quietly resentful butt of what he calls his “teasing” (Sheridan
n.d., 54). The overarching metaphor for men (and this is primarily a world of men)
who repeatedly confront the socioeconomic forces pitted against the values they
want to uphold – family, law, even the spurious American dream – is the Comanche, to which several characters lay claim. Though the ex-con Tanner most directly
asserts the eponymous enmity of the Comanche to the interests and forces arrayed
against him and his brother’s family, it is the indigenous/Mexican-American
deputy Alberto Parker, played with great subtlety by Gil Birmingham, who most
clearly articulates the serial history of conquest, destruction, and exploitation of
the region. Hell or High Water gives us not just a rueful lament for the Old West of
film mythology but a tart critique of the genre and of the real-world exploitation of
the region, its people, and the American dream they cling to.

2 The Old West No More
Hell or High Water begins with a shot of the empty lot of an auto detail shop that
turns out to be next door to a small-town branch of Texas Midlands Bank. It’s
early; the town is completely empty. As another car turns into town a block away,
a woman parks her car in front of the shop wall, on which we now see three lines
of graffiti: “3 TOURS IN IRAQ/BUT NO BAILOUT/FOR PEOPLE LIKE US.” As the
blue car drives past a neighborhood of modest working-class homes into the alley
by the bank, the woman proceeds across the lot to the Texas Midlands entrance.
Two masked men emerge from behind the street side of the bank building and
hijack the teller as she enters. That scene establishes a set of elements essential
to the central ethos of Hell or High Water: the ghost town that has become rural
Texas,1 the bank that engineers and profits from the misfortunes of residents, and
the outlaws who are taking economic justice into their own hands.
1 The setting of this film is a bit hard to pin down. Sheridan refers here to East Texas, where
he grew up. In the film, Marcus refers to West Texas, as do both reviewers Catsoulis (2016) and
Doherty (2016). The casino is supposed to be in Oklahoma. Catsoulis notes that the actual filming
took place in New Mexico.
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That set-up, so local in its emphasis, is complemented by the panoramic
shots over the opening credits – a convention of the genre – and the film’s several
phantom-ride shots of small towns through the car window of the outlaws. In the
former, though we see the traditional sweep of the western landscape, we realize
it is now dotted with pumpjacks; one shot through the windshield gives us a debtrelief billboard; and a second overhead panoramic shot reveals a large wildfire in
the distance. In the phantom-ride images we see the degraded landscape of the
brothers’ Texas home and lives: fields rigged for oil instead of cattle or crops, foreclosed and for-sale signs on working-class houses, closed businesses, desolate
strip malls, and decaying small towns. There are few people and a strong sense
of desolation.
Taylor Sheridan himself appears early as a rancher on horseback to deliver a
long speech to the lawmen about the end of this way of life: His cattle are crossing the highway and blocking the rangers’ truck, as they flee from the wildfire we
have already seen. The West is literally burning up – the fossil fuels the region
produces are also producing climate change. The mythic status of ranching and
cowboys is dying right on screen. The laws of nature seem to be passing judgment
on the greed of the Texas Midlands Bankers, their ilk, and the economy that is
devastating this land: “Whichever way we go, this damn fire follows” (Sheridan
n.d., 33).2 They have not set the fire, as Ranger Marcus Hamilton thinks; it’s just
started up along the highway – the road of commerce. Sheridan’s anonymous
rancher lays out vividly what Greg Grandin in the title of his recent book on the
history of the frontier calls “the end of the myth” (Grandin 2019): “It’d be easier if
I just stood here and let it [the wildfire] turn me to ashes. Put me out of my misery
[…] It’s the 21st century and I’m racing a fire to the river with three hundred cattle.
No wonder my kids do not wanna do this nonsense for a living” (Sheridan n.d.,
34). According to Grandin, “to talk about the frontier is also to talk about capitalism, about its power and possibility and its promise of boundlessness” in the
mode of Frederick Jackson Turner’s “Americanism” (Grandin 2019, 8, 2). But this
cowboy makes clear that there is no promise, no living, no future, in the New
West. As Marcus and Alberto drive on, they see the fire up ahead. Alberto asks
whether he should call it in, but Marcus notes that it’ll burn out eventually and
there’s “no one to call around here anyway.” Like the outlaws they’re tracking,
“these boys is on their own” (Sheridan n.d., 34).
So are the everyday people of the whole region. Hell or High Water’s rural
Texas exposes the exploitation of an iconic American landscape and its people.
As always with the Western, it goes beyond mere representation:
2 Some quotations from Hell or High Water are taken from Sheridan’s original screenplay and so
vary somewhat from the dialog in the film.
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‘The movie has us re-examining the self-evident truths of America,’ [Robert] Thompson
says, tackling subjects like poverty’s multi-generational stranglehold, the lingering impact
of domestic violence; casual racism and even the pros and cons of a state loaded with
guns. But it does so amid a landscape of bank robberies and getaway cars, stakeouts and
shootouts. (Miller 2016, n. pag.)

Mackenzie and Sheridan tap into the mythic import of the Western, its capacity
for speaking not just to our past but to the current conditions that presage the
future of America. In Hell or High Water we American viewers see the economic
depletion of rural Texas and its people, familial disintegration, racial unease, and
a gun-toting propensity to violence, and we have to recognize them as our own.

3 Serial Conquests
In addition to its troubling evocation of the landscape and what it has become, the
serial history of conquest that Alberto summarizes for Marcus provides another
context for Hell or High Water and its particular revision of the Western genre:
Long time ago, your ancestors was the Indians and someone else came along and killed
’em or broke ’em down and made you into one of them. A 150 years ago, all this was
MY ancestors’ land. Everything you can see. Everything you saw yesterday. This was all
Comancheria.3 Till the grandparents of all these folks took it. Now it’s being taken from
them. Except it ain’t no army doing it. (PARKER points at the bank) It’s that son of a bitch,
right there. (Sheridan n.d., 78–79)

Ironically, as the lawmen sit across from Texas Midlands Bank in Coleman and
Alberto outlines this history, the formidable veteran waitress from the T-Bone
Café across the way passes by, presumably after the end of the lunch shift: She is
one of those descendants of White colonizers who Alberto notes could easily be
disenfranchised – one of the region’s expendable resources, despite her comic
tough-talk resilience. Patricia Nelson Limerick identifies the cycle of conquests
Alberto has outlined as a salient feature of the West:
3 In the film this sentence and the little known term “Comanchería,” referring to the empire of
the Comanches (see Sheridan n.d., 79), is cut. The Comanche resistance to European and US
colonialism is the subject of several recent studies, most notably Pekka Hämäläinen’s The Comanche Empire (Hämäläinen 2008, passim, especially 1–17). Mapp and Ostler dispute the extent
to which Hämäläinen pushes his claims that the Comanche established their own empire (Mapp
2011, 351–355; Ostler 2009, 504–505). Despite some reservations, Carter and Rivaya-Martínez take
a more favorable view of the study (Carter 2010, 131–133; Rivaya-Martínez 2009, 256–257).
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Equally important, much of the West was once under the sovereignty of Spain and then
Mexico, and acquired in a clear war of conquest against another nation. Spanish-speaking
people thus came to share with Indian people the status of minority by conquest, their
rights theoretically guaranteed by international treaty. (Nelson Limerick 1999, n. pag.)

But “theoretically guaranteed” rights are insufficient: Alberto fingers the bank
as the new conqueror and, though he might well relish this ironic defeat of those
who defeated his Comanche and Mexican ancestors, he does not seem to. He
conveys a rueful sense of the inevitability and interminability of this cycle of
conquests.
The entire film focuses on this New Conquest by corporate forces, embodied in the small-town Texas Midlands Bank branches the outlaw brothers are
robbing. Animus toward the banks and corporations is nothing new in Westerns. Even John Ford’s Stagecoach (1939) includes the corrupt banker Henry
Gatewood. But here it’s the whole system: The lawyer Billy Rayburn who helps
the Howard brothers (Hanson in Sheridan’s screenplay) with the papers and
deeds that will settle their late mother’s ranch on Toby’s sons advises them to
make sure the payment is filed and acknowledged by that Friday – and not to
trust the bankers, who want to foreclose and grab the land. When Rayburn is
asked why he’s helping them and why they should trust him when he does business with the bank, Rayburn cites the way Texas Midlands stole their mother’s
land – and presumably the land of many others – with its as yet undeveloped oil
reserves. He tells Toby, with more than a hint of irony, that not only will he be
happy to see the land recovered with the bank’s own money but also that Toby
should have Texas Midlands oversee his sons’ trust to ensure that the bank has
an ongoing financial interest in the arrangement and thus protects rather than
challenges the boys’ inheritance. Because there is no way to defeat the banks,
the Howard brothers have to play the game at least as well as their powerful
opponents.
The scene in which Toby meets with the banker to finalize the arrangements proves the lawyer right. The banker tries to put off filing the papers right
away. He looks down his nose at Toby, who has to insist he won’t leave until
the deal is settled. It’s a classically Western situation, a potential swindle of
the down-and-outer by the greedy sophisticate – fraught with suspicion that
could, if the banker pursues the matter, prove dangerous later – until Toby
asks him to manage the boys’ trust and thereby makes their interests his. The
money men are the real enemy and cannot be defeated, only coopted. Though
it is cathartic to have Toby win this round, we know that this is a one-off: It’s
not an option for that waitress in Coleman, nor does it end corporate devastation of the West.
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4 The Comanche
Toby’s impending, ethically equivocal victory is paired with Tanner’s violent
last stand. As the film’s bona-fide outlaw, Tanner sets himself against the
powerful. Nowhere is that clearer than at the Comanche casino in Oklahoma,
where Toby has arranged for the brothers to exchange their stolen bills for
chips. The casino is an emblem of how to beat the power brokers at their own
game – in this case the White, colonial, political, and economic institutions to
which American Indians have long been subjected. In the verbal battle with
the Comanche gambler at the Oklahoma casino, he asserts his own claim to the
ostensible meaning of the Comanche name – “enemies forever” – which he has
just learned (Sheridan n.d., 59):
Tanner: ‘Know what that makes me?’
Big Man: ‘An enemy.’
Tanner: ‘No.’
Tanner leans across the table, inches from the Big Man’s face. Whispers like he’s telling him
a secret.
Tanner (cont’d): ‘It makes me a Comanche.’ (Sheridan n.d., 58–59)

In a move typical of American literature and film, the real outsider, the American
Indian he is confronting, tacitly acknowledges Tanner’s claim to the name – or
at least lets his assertion stand. This mythic transformation is an essential trope
of the Western’s mythology: “The American must cross the border into ‘Indian
country’ and experience a ‘regression’ to a more primitive and natural condition
of life so that the false values of the ‘metropolis’ can be purged and a new, purified social contract enacted” (Slotkin 1992, 14). For Tanner, who has repeatedly
landed in prison, found no lawful livelihood, nor likely would have wanted to
settle for the paltry life of his family and neighbors, the Comanche is the prototype of relentless opposition to injustice and permanent outsidership, and
the prime claimant to territory: “Lords of the Plains” (Sheridan n.d., 10, 49). At
the same time, Mackenzie and Sheridan link Tanner inextricably to his family:
Though he has failed his mother, even on her deathbed, he is determined to see
justice done for his brother and his nephews, and even his former sister-in-law
Debbie. Despite his alienation, blood still matters to him, family still matters; he
will not stop fighting until those he loves receive their due.
Violence characterizes much of Tanner’s relations beyond family. He punches
a bank manager in the face. He has no qualms about using his gun. Though that
violent streak ultimately does him in, it provides a wry critique of the average
gun-toting bravado associated with contemporary Texas. At various points,
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several men with guns tell Ranger Marcus Hamilton that if they could just take
a shot at these guys they would show the outlaws who’s boss. But when a whole
flotilla of shiny pick-ups is chasing Tanner and Toby, Tanner calls their bluff. In
order to buy time to get away, he jumps out of his vehicle with an automatic rifle
and starts peppering the halted pickups and the gun-toting posse with bullets.
Despite their weapons, those men are routed – no scintilla of Second-Amendment
machismo left among them.
As wry as that scene is, it does not mitigate the lust for violence that characterizes Tanner – as strong as his sexual appetite at the casino – nor the devastation that follows it. Toby and Tanner are doppelgangers: Together they comprise
the lengths to which a down-and-out family man will go to save his ranch, his
home, and his estranged family. Toby is the desperate loser who, having failed his
family, reluctantly crosses over the line of the lawful to redeem himself and save
his home and family; Tanner, whose warmth toward his “little brother” (Sheridan n.d., passim) is evident in several key moments, wholeheartedly embraces
the outlaw ethos. In doing so, Tanner – more fully than his brother – assumes
an iconic stance of the “frontier hero”: “As ‘the man who knows Indians,’ the
frontier hero stands between the opposed worlds of savagery and civilization,
acting sometimes as mediator or interpreter […] but more often as civilization’s
most effective instrument against savagery” (Slotkin 1992, 16). The whole movement of Hell or High Water and its use of the Western’s conventions to represent
moral complexities and ambiguities depends on such doubleness: What distinguishes right from wrong in the contemporary West? Does the law protect people
or property?
That last question is a variation on Alberto’s indictment of the people’s subjugation to the banks. The doubling of the brothers allows the film to tap into the
aspect of the Western outlaw that goes all the way back to Robin Hood: His willingness to break the law in order to bring justice. But here that justice belongs
only to a single family. Even so, the teller who opens that first bank door and is
roughed up by Tanner understands what these “boys” are doing and something
of the desperation that has led them there; she futilely tries to get them to walk off
without consequences. Toby and Tanner speak, metaphorically, to the myriad real
down-and-outers in a Southwest that no longer offers common folk opportunities.
The movie versions of those common people sometimes respond with tacit understanding and sometimes gratitude – like Jenny Ann, the fiercely loyal waitress,
attracted to Toby, who leaves behind, Robin Hood-style, a two-hundred-dollar tip
for her even though he himself needs the money (Sheridan n.d., 28–29, 44–46).
But if Toby exemplifies the brothers’ connection to the devastation of the
people, Tanner embodies angry, violent opposition to the oppressive powers
– of the banks (the Eastern banker of the traditional Western has become the
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self-interested Texas Midlands branch manager), of the lawmen who protect
the banks, and even of the phony tough guys who hide behind their guns. He is
not going back to prison and won’t stop till Toby’s plan for the family becomes
a reality. Tanner is a living death wish. He is wedded to violence and fully in his
element in the shootout that ends with his death. He shows no remorse. In fact,
as played by Ben Foster, the character revels in violence. But we see what he does
not: This would-be Comanche does not just kill Marcus’s partner, some anonymous lawman, but the film’s primary Comanche, half-Mexican, who embodies
racial disenfranchisement. Though none of the characters, even Marcus, recognizes it, the irony is not lost on us.
Tanner is killed with a shot to the head by Marcus, who may be within his
legal rights to shoot this cop-killer but who is also enacting a very private vengeance for Alberto’s murder. The whole handling of Marcus’s reaction to Alberto’s
death recasts Marcus’s “teasing,” the word the old ranger uses for the casual
racist banter to which he relentlessly subjects Alberto. While we quickly understand that the two like and, in a deep way, respect each other, we also realize
that Alberto is fatigued by this non-stop verbal belittlement. Alberto’s own motel
room, which Marcus has – rather symbolically – invaded, provides no respite
from the onslaught. In the foreground of one of the film’s quietest but most powerful shots, Alberto turns away from Marcus, who is sitting at the table on the far
side of the bed. In this close-up of Alberto, an up-to-then uncharacteristic despair
and weariness sweep over the character’s face – or rather the mask of civility
Alberto must wear to survive in a hostile society is here sloughed off.
When Tanner murders Alberto, one more Indian shot by a rifleman, the depth
of the loss is immediately registered in Marcus’s response. The code of White masculine supremacy, within which Marcus may not have realized he was operating, here falls away before the magnitude of the death of his friend. Jeff Bridges
conveys this trauma in the intense emotional shock Marcus registers as he tries to
rescue his friend even as he has to do his job – getting others out of harm’s way as
well as risking his own life to move his friend’s body out of the line of fire. When
Marcus shifts to revenge and heads off to avenge Alberto’s death, he resumes the
demeanor of the masculine tough guy. But the lightness and ease are gone: As
much as the “teasing” pained Alberto, it was the only way the older White man
knew how to express his love just as Alberto’s refusal to respond may well have
been a recognition of this limitation and an acceptance of the intention of tenderness, though clearly not the manner of expressing it. Sheridan has commented on
this “casual racism” as arising from “insecurity” about affection among men but
as nonetheless divisive despite the feelings it both expresses and masks (Barnes
2017, n.pag.). The bond between men is inexpressible, perhaps in this genre still
unspeakable.
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The West – or at least the Western – has not allowed men to express the depth
of their affections: In the film, as opposed to the screenplay (Sheridan n.d., 90–
91), even Toby and Tanner resort to ironic fuck-you’s immediately after they say
“I love you,” without looking at each other directly, at the moment they recognize
the impending disaster and have to part ways. The myth of the Comanche in this
film suggests he (and it’s always a he) is a lone actor, rather than a member of a
resisting people; the myth of the lawman in the Western is similar in this regard.
Men are isolated – divorced from the families they love like Toby, exiled from
family and society like Tanner, or wedded by circumstance and nature to their
jobs like Marcus. Though we never see him at home, Alberto is the film’s one ‘successful’ family man as well as its central racial and ethnic outsider. But he dies:
There is no place for Alberto in the mythic Old West of Hollywood nor one for him
in Hell or High Water’s degraded contemporary landscape among its exploited
people. In the end, there may be no Comanche.

5 Progressives vs. Populists
In Gunfighter Nation, Richard Slotkin lays out an opposition between capitalist progressives, typified by Teddy Roosevelt, and the agrarian populists who
opposed the development of the frontier by monied interests. The Western along
with other genres “that carried the Myth of the Frontier became the site of a cultural contest between [these] two different schools of American ideology:”
The ‘progressive’ style uses the Frontier Myth in ways that buttress the ideological assumptions of and political aims of a corporate economy and a managerial politics. […] The ‘populist’ style developed in reaction to the emergence of the corporate industrial economy and
the political claims of its proprietors and managers. […] Progress in the populist style is
measured by the degree to which the present state of society facilitates a broad diffusion of
property, of the opportunity to ‘rise in the world,’ and of political power. (Slotkin 1992, 22)

The myth of the West the genre fostered as a kind of national epic has always been
torn between these two poles – the settlement and development that civilize the
wilderness, the ever-receding frontier of the Wild West, versus the independence
that characterizes the frontier man, the warrior, and the gunslinger with their
ability to survive beyond the constraints of society. Populist ideology, Slotkin
asserts, saw “‘the closing of the Frontier’ as a loss of the democratic social organization, the equitable distribution of wealth and political power of the agrarian
past,” or at least a highly idealized version of that past (Slotkin 1992, 23). The
Southwest of Hell or High Water is a populist dystopia.
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In many ways Hell or High Water complicates the progressive and populist
poles of the Western by bringing them into extremely close proximity – in the
doubled brothers and even the doubled lawmen. Toby and Tanner, for instance,
are outlaws who, because of Toby’s concerns about his family, wish to participate in a capitalist society that has heretofore shunned them. Yet Toby is clearly a
settler, a developer, while Tanner has been and remains until his death an independent agent beyond social constraints. The rangers are equally complicated:
Both Marcus and Alberto serve society’s interest in law and order. But Marcus,
a widower, seems to be a loner; there’s little mention of family, beyond his late
wife. He has an affinity with the outlaw mind, which he seems to enjoy deciphering, and no interest in the leisure pursuits of civilized retirees (Sheridan n.d., 31–
32). Alberto, who is racially and ethnically beyond the pale in this society, serves
the same social interests but from the vantage point of thorough engagement in
family. In that sense, he has what Toby has lost but wants nonetheless to protect.
Yet it is Alberto who articulates anger at the power of the banks and the irony of
serial conquests in the Southwest – the very mechanisms by which the West was
settled and developed but also exploited and devastated. The outlaws and the
lawmen in this film are not simply opposed; they sometimes seem to trade places
and certainly mirror each other.
In the final scene, only Marcus and Toby survive the original pairings. But it is
hard to tell who is upholding justice, even who is on the side of the law. It is hard
to know whether Marcus still represents the law or has stepped outside of it for
the sake of revenge; Toby, who has benefited from crime and even murder, is both
an outlaw and a family man. Powers operating beyond these two figures have
made a simple moral calculus impossible. The film’s “Comanches” – both the
Texas ranger Alberto and the ex-con Tanner – are dead. But so is the law as the
code of uprightness. And so is the upstanding family man, the good father. When
Toby’s older son declares that he won’t believe the bad things that people will say
about his dad, Toby tells him: “Believe it. Cuz I did all of it” (Sheridan n.d., 73).
So what do Marcus and Toby, forever irreconcilable and on the verge of violent
confrontation, finally stand for? Doesn’t it serve larger, more powerful interests to
have them oppose each other than to have them act on common ground?

6 W
 estern Masculinity: Silence, Restraint, and
the Wound
It is worth thinking about how Hell or High Water arrives at that final scene on
the porch of the Howard family ranch and the import of that scene. For one thing,
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Toby has returned and salvaged his mother’s ranch; it was her deathbed – literally, just the bed – that he had shown Tanner early in the film. The ranch is itself
the motherland and it will be inhabited by Toby’s ex-wife and boys, who arrive at
the end of the film just before Marcus departs. Like Marcus, in part of this scene
Toby wears a cowboy hat, likely the one he and his brother tussled over earlier
– no bank robbers’ balaclavas in this last moment. The scene’s dialog is terse,
the men laconic, the male body on display (Mitchell 2001, 177). The film’s final
moments are characterized by both heroes’ “silence” and “restraint” (Mitchell
2001, 186–190).
Toby’s metamorphosis in that final scene into the cowboy he was meant to
be follows a trajectory that takes him through violence into something like the
traditional heroism of the Western. He does win back the ranch for his ex-wife
and kids with whom, ironically, he will not be fully reunited. But the win is not
fair and square. Sheridan’s mash-up of heist, buddy, and road movies4 with the
Western suggests that we are not living in the mythic past anymore – and in fact
never did. Except for the cowboys driving their cattle from the fire, we do not see
men on horseback in this film; we do see a lot of buddies driving around, getaway
chases, and even brawling at a gas and convenience store instead of a saloon.
Toby wins the day, but only because he robs banks, outwits the bankers at their
own unethical practices, and – despite the drubbing he gives the armed punks
at the station – relies on his brother to do the violent dirty work and even to die
for Toby’s reclamation of the farm. Though we want Toby to succeed, we and he,
like Marcus, know his success is tainted, just as we know that Tanner had to die.
But tainted though his victory is, Toby exhibits a key trope of the Western
hero: As Mitchell notes, the hero’s body is often wounded and rehabilitated in a
reaffirmation of his masculinity and virility (Mitchell 2001, 181–183). Toby’s body
is at one point actually held together by duct-tape. The soft spot he displays, for
instance, with the waitress who refuses to identify him is iconographically represented by the gunshot he sustains. In one of the most interesting moments in
the film, this wounded bandit, who seems almost ready to swoon, has to make it
through a blockade by the Texas Rangers. It’s the perfect image for this modern
Western hero who breaks the law yet must hide rather than flaunt his outlaw
status but who exhibits precisely the stoic restraint – a sine qua non of Western
masculinity – that we expect of the genre’s hero. If Sheridan has modernized
the Western by importing elements from other genres, he has retained the trope
of the violence that transforms the hero – literally through the wounding of the
4 Catsoulis barely mentions the Western in her review of the film; Doherty focuses on the film as
a Western. Sheridan emphasizes the film’s mix of genres as intentional (Catsoulis 2016, n.pag.;
Doherty 2016, n.pag.; Thompson 2017, n.pag.).
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masculine body. In splitting his hero between Toby and his older brother Tanner,
Sheridan allows all the pent-up violent rage at injustice to accrue to Tanner but
lets the internalization and expiation of that violence play out on the wounded
body of Toby. The younger brother, or at least his body, pays for the sins of the
older but is also thereby rehabilitated – even if he cannot fully participate in the
gains he has won.
In contrast, Ranger Marcus Hamilton upholds the official civilization even
after it is no longer his job, and even though his motives are mixed with a desire
for revenge. As his encounter with the new head of his department, a woman,
makes clear, he has no authority when he arrives at the ranch and cannot redress
the injustice he perceives without betraying the very principles of justice and civilization he wishes to uphold. He was within his rights when he shot Tanner, but
here on this porch, standing opposite a man he considers a criminal, Marcus can,
if he acts, only commit a crime himself.
In other words, as this updated pastiche of a Western ends, the traditional
hero finally arrives – in two imperfect varieties. Marcus is the lone lawman, still
bent on, though here thwarted at, upholding civilized norms when no one else
will; Toby is the hero who saves the family, albeit through crime, though ultimately he will not be able to share in the fruits of this victory. Both men have been
hobbled – through retirement or wounding – and both are now at a traditional
stand-off. The mode of the day is restraint – the kind we see in classic Westerns:
the silent stares (often out into the landscape), the terse exchanges, the taciturnity. As Robert Warshow put it, “a hero is one who looks like a hero”; the “‘point’
of the Western” is “a certain image of man, a style, which expresses itself most
clearly in violence” (qtd. in Mitchell 2001, 180). At the end of Hell or High Water
we find two men looking like heroes of cinema’s Old West.

7 The End of the West, Not the End of the Western
In an interview with Anne Thompson, Sheridan said he was writing about
the modern-day American frontier […] about how much has changed in 100 years, and how
much things haven’t. What are the consequences of decisions and actions that are a century
old and today? I was exploring the death of a way of life, and the acute consequences of the
mortgage crisis in East Texas. (Thompson 2017, n.pag.)

It is no accident that Sheridan has chosen the Western to get at the change in
the real conditions of the Southwest; popular culture expert Richard Aquila has
addressed why the genre persists, even when the West of American myth seems
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to have died: “‘The western is flexible, that’s why it’s alive still,’ says Aquila. ‘It’s
like an inkblot test and every generation uses it for its own purposes’” (Miller
2016, n. pag.). Sheridan is repurposing the Western, the myth of the frontier, and
the legendary cowboys, outlaws, and ‘Indians’ associated with it, so that we can
see more clearly the region’s actual history, its relatively short historical arc from
indigenous homeland and opportunity for settlers to bonanza for business at the
expense of its people.
It’s a sad business – the end of the American Dream. It exposes a whole way
of life – or rather the conception of a way of life – as a form of delusion. In that
sense, though he has beaten the bankers at their own unethical game by engaging
in it, Toby is no longer a would-be rancher – no longer a believer in the illusion of
the Old West and the mythic values of independence and the self-made man. He
has the ranch, but now it’s an oil field. Hell or High Water creates a world in which
the cowboys are fleeing the burning plains and success means a field of productive pumpjacks. That’s the only way to protect one’s family from the marauding
banks and corporations that have conquered the region and its people. Mackenzie and Sheridan do not offer a keening lament for the demise of the West and
the adventure of the frontier. They offer instead two gunslingers in permanent
stand-off on the porch of a rehabilitated ranch house. It’s a wry elegiac Western
for the Age of Post-Industrial Capitalism, where the enemy is not on the bluffs
but in the corporate office. Those two guys on the porch look like old-fashioned
Western heroes but are not.
Though at the end of Hell or High Water Marcus and Toby may be “enemies
forever,” these two are not Comanches either. Comanches, at least in the film’s
metaphorical sense, would turn their eternal enmity against the systemic – corporate, monied, and governmental – powers that have actually compromised and
coopted them. The last shot is a view from the ground through the sod. It’s the
land that this film was about – the land stolen from the Comanches, then lost,
and in the end misused.
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